Trees show tungsten increase in two leukemia towns
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The tree core sample results, obtained
Tuesday by the Reno Gazette-Journal, mirror
urine tests conducted by federal officials on
205 Fallon residents that showed unexpected
high levels of tungsten in their bodies.
Tungsten is an especially hard metal used to
make jet engine turbine blades and other
industrial products. An industrial plant in Fallon
uses it to make tools.
Studies link tungsten compounds to health
risks in the workplace, but no studies have
been done on dissolved tungsten -- the kind
found in the Fallon residents’ urine.
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The tests on seven trees are the first time tree rings have been used to assist a cancer cluster
investigation. No one knows why the tungsten levels increased or from where the metal is
coming.
“What are the odds that two desert towns 1,000 miles apart, that both have leukemia clusters
and military bases, also have high levels of tungsten?” asked Mark Witten, a toxicologist at the
University of Arizona who is using his own funds to study Fallon and Sierra Vista. “The data
from the tree ring analysis shows we’re on to something. We’re getting results on a shoestring
now, but it’s time somebody steps in with some bucks so we can do this study properly.”
On Tuesday, Witten sent the test results to the federal Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention and other federal and state agencies studying the Fallon leukemia cluster.
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The Fallon cluster includes 16 children diagnosed with leukemia since 1997, three of whom
have died. Sierra Vista has seven cases of childhood leukemia since 1995, but health officials
there say they don’t have the resources to investigate possible environmental causes of the
epidemic.
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The tree-ring analysis found various increases and decreases in several metals -- including
cobalt, lead, tin, zinc and chromium -- in both areas.
But the only glaring similarity between the two communities was the elevated tungsten levels,
according to the test results. Tungsten levels were up 45 percent in Fallon and 72 percent in
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Sierra Vista during the period studied, test results indicate.
“This is an incredible breakthrough,” said Assemblywoman Marcia de Braga, D-Fallon. “It’s a
necessity that funding be found to continue Dr. Witten’s research. This isn’t a nine-to-five job for
him; it’s a passion to get at the truth and help the children.”
Randall Todd, Nevada state epidemiologist, said Witten’s results are interesting and the
tungsten issue needs to be explored. He said because no one knows what the normal variation
of tungsten in tree rings is, saying what the variation in the metal means is difficult.
“It’s a pilot study, so we don’t really know if it really reflects what’s in the environment or what
normal variation is,” he said. “We get one answer and it raises 20 questions.”
z Families of soldiers

killed in ambush rejoice
at POWs' return
z Ecstatic family

awaits return of freed
POW

Witten said he will ask the CDC to do blood and urine tests in Sierra Vista so that the results
can be compared to the Fallon biological studies. He said more trees in both areas should be
tested for metals, solvents and fuels, especially trees nearest to the homes of the Fallon and
Sierra Vista leukemia patient families.
“The results show that tree ring data can be used to assist in this investigation,” Witten said.
“Tungsten may not be the answer to the cause of the leukemia clusters, but it could be part of
the answer. It could be a co-factor. We need to investigate further. We need to get on this.”
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